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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
A ColonialComplex=South Carolina's &F

in the Era of the Yamasee
War, 1680-1730. By Steven J. Oatis. (Lincoln, NB: University of
Nebraska Press, 2004. 399 pp. Acknowledgment.,introduction,
notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth.)

Studies of the borderlands area in the Southeast have long
been the poor relations of more mainstream academic interests.
Refreshingly, that trend has begun to change as an increasing
number of historians are studying South Carolina's relationships
with the other inhabitants of the region. StevenJ. Oatis assumes a
leadership role in this rising historiography with a well-researched,
well-written, and relatively comprehensive study of the Yamassee
War and its effects on the spread of English influence through
1730. Its major strengths are the scope and subject of the work as
it adds fresh insights into a subject long ignored. What few weaknesses it has are byproducts of the Anglo-centric focus of the work
that leads it to occasionally generalize issues regarding the Spanish
and Indian perspectives. This issue, however, takes nothing away
from a work that anyone interested in the history of the colonial
southeast should read.
The book is organized in a roughly chronological manner.
The first chapters give a brief history of early Carolina and chart
the formation of the English-Indian alliances that shifted power
away from Spanish Florida. Oatis effectively continues with a thorough examination of the Indian trade and the English use of
Indian alliance during the years of Queen Anne's War and immediately afterward. These chapters effectively show the numerous
perspectives that existed among the Indians and illustrate the economic, social, and cultural changes in the region that result from
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the changing nature of the Indian trade. Finally, Oatis uses the
last chapters to chart the outbreak of the war and describe the
effects of the conflict on the various peoples involved, Indian and
European, through the 1'720s. He shows how the EnglishCherokee alliance that arose during the war solidified English
dominance in the region over the next decades.
Oatis' work is the latest addition to a new trend in the historiography of the colonial Southeast, one that emphasizes a
multi-sided nature of the early years of Carolina's history. This
subject was long dominated by Verner Crane's The Southeastern
Frontier (1928) that for many decades was the seminal work in
the field. What other works were produced that focused on
Carolina, such as Peter Wood's Black Majority (19'75), tended to
be internally focused on the development of the colony and
treated external issues such as the Indian trade or Spanish
Florida as merely additive. Beginning in the 1990s, a small
group of scholars began to look to the frontier once again, following in the footsteps of the growing number of prominent
scholars of Florida history, such as Jerald Milanich,John Worth,
and others, who focused on, among other things, the EuropeanIndian relationship in the region. These new studies combined
excellent research in the available English documents with the
fruits of the historians of Spanish Florida. Among the prominent early results of this trend was Alan Gallay's The Indian Slave
Trade (2002), which represented the first major work in the field
in decades. With this book, Steven Oatis takes the next step in
what, hopefully, will be a long and productive trend in the
Carolinian historiography.
The relatively minor weaknesses that are found in A Colonial
Complex tend to be a result of one of the major strengths of the
work. Oatis has exhaustively researched the available English documents and effectively melds them into a narrative that is easily
understood while being thoughtful and complex at the same time.
For example, in chapter five, "Crisis and Change," Oatis gives an
insightful discussion on the changes in English strategies regarding how best to organize their defenses and take the fight to the
Indians. He later takes the analysis even deeper, explaining in
detail the alteration of Carolina's relationship with the Crown during this period, setting the stage for an equally interesting discussion of the long-term consequences of the Yamassee war in terms
of British imperial policy in the Southeast.
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This strength, however, is also the source of a relatively small
weakness. The book tends to excel in giving the English side
but, at times, generalizes the perspectives of the Indian, Spanish,
and eventually French interests. In particular, the majority of
the inferences on Spanish actions and attitudes tend to be derivative of other secondary interpretations. This is despite an effort
to utilize Spanish primary sources to . provide detail. This
dichotomy lends itself to simplified and, in some cases, incomplete assertions. For example, in one case Oatis describes
Spanish efforts to use the war to reassert their own influence.
He points to a royal donation of six thousand pesos and one
thousand guns used to bolster the Indian allies of St. Augustine
(179). While superficially correct, a fuller examination of those
Spanish records show that a large portion of those resources
were redirected or failed to have the desire effect on the relationship between the Spanish and the Indians. To a much lesser degree, the same trend affects interpretations of the Indians,
though, to his credit, the author makes a great effort to avoid
this whenever the English documents that form the backbone of
the work allow.
Overall, this is a fine addition to the field, and it will serve as
both a model and an impetus toward continued studies of the
Southeastern Borderlands. It is a useful book both as a general reference work for other historians as well as being suitable for use in
the classroom. The smooth writing and easy to understand language belies the detail and obvious research behind it, and the
minor weaknesses do nothing to diminish the accomplishment of
the author.
Timothy P. Grady

CoZhge of William &' M a y

Negotiating for Geotgia: British-Creek Relutions in the Trustee Em,
1732-1752. By Julie Anne Sweet. (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 2005. x, 267 pp. Illustrations, acknowledgments, introduction, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)
Scholarly examinations of specific colonial settlements (microhistories) have been a staple of early American history since at least
the 1970s. Ethnohistorianshave recently begun employing similar
techniques in reference to native communities during the period,
shifting the focus from seaboard cities such as Philadelphia and
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Charleston to native villages such as Shamokin and Okfuskee. In
Negotiatingfor Georgia,Julie Sweet utilizes aspects of both approaches in an attempt to create "a new colonial history that documents
the ways in which all cultures play a part" (p. 8). Rather than continue down the interpretive path established by her predecessors,
however, the author produces a work that harkens back to more
traditional paradigms.
Sweet's regional focus is coastal and backcountry Georgia,
the sliver of land settled by British colonists between the 1730s
and 1750s. Employing a chronological narrative, she surveys
settler relations with local Lower Creek Indians primarily
through the ideas and activities of two individuals, James
Oglethorpe and Tomochichi. Characterized as the principle
leaders of their respective populations groups during the early
years of the interaction, both serve as pivotal figures in the book
and structure its content. Opening chapters retell the events
leading up to the founding of the colony, the subsequent journey to England undertaken by Lower Creek diplomats, and the
general harmony that followed as a result of accommodation
reached between the two leaders. Following sections highlight
growing tensions between settlers and Indians over trade, land
and Christianization efforts as well as Oglethorpe's attempt to
mollify all parties by visiting the native village of Coweta. The
book concludes with chapters analyzing the impact of
Tomochichi's death on intercultural relations, Lower Creek-settler collaboration against Spanish Florida during the War of
Jenkin's Ear, and the transformation of Georgia's leadership
structures. By the 1750s, according to Sweet, the early harmony cultivated by Oglethorpe and Tomochichi had degenerated
into cross-cultural distrust and animosity, a situation that foreshadowed relationships between the two groups in the early lSth
century.
In revisiting Georgia's founding and its impact on intercultural relations, Sweet updates standard interpretations and provides
nuanced information lacking in past treatments of the region and
era. Her analysis of the first ceremonial meetings between
colonists and Lower Creeks is exceptional in that it delves into the
varied meanings of words and rituals to both natives and
Europeans. Similarly, Sweet's deconstruction of a painting commemorating Tomochichi's visit to England reveals the importance
of dress, demeanor, and symbolism to both groups while further
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illuminating the importance of non-written materials in understanding colonial encounters. Equally significant, the author
reminds us that tensions between promoters of South Carolina
and Georgia played an often-overlooked role in exacerbating d f i culties between settlers and Indians in the area. She also rightly
notes that native participation in Oglethorpe's attacks against
Spanish Florida largely have been ignored by past historians and
offers an assessment that should promote future investigations of
the topic and its extended impact on Indian-settler interaction in
the areas surrounding Savannah.
Yet two interrelated problems limit the conclusions reached
in this work. The author employs the term "Negotiation" to characterize the nature of intercultural relationships during this period, explaining that it "defines specific, isolated instances of
contact between smaller groups that does not result in deep
entanglement." Unlike Richard White's "Middle Ground" of the
Great Lakes region, no long-term accommodation took place
between "sizeable groups" and no "bicultural society" was created
(pp. 34). But both definitions, as stated in the text, appear arbitrarily bounded by imprecise conceptualizations of space and
time. Moreover, the presence of neighboring French and
Spanish colonizers is addressed only briefly, implicitly understating the roles of both powers in Anglo-Indian relations and truncating the conditions of any "Negotiation" or "Middle Ground."
Further undermining the usefulness of the "Negotiation" construct is the author's emphasis on Oglethorpe and Tornochichi.
Repeatedly, harmonious relations between natives and settlers are
presented as being direct results of the character, pragmatism,
influence, and wisdom of the two men, and when they are no
longer in the picture, chaos and enmity reign. This "Great Men"
approach diminishes the role of others, both native and
European, as well as varied economic, political, and environmental factors.
As a result, Negotiating for Georgia functions as an important
interpretation of the region's development based on a fusion of
old and new theoretical bases. It is both a keen assessment of a
locale often ignored by historians of the early southeast and a
reminder of why certain traditional models of assessment obscure
as much as they reveal.
Dan Murphee
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Jose de Bustamulzte and CenhZ Ameriarn Iidejwndence: Colonial
Adminkbution in an Age of Imperial Crisis. By Timothy Hawkins.
(Tuscaloosa,Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 2004. xxvii,
283 pp. Introduction, conclusion, notes, bibliography, index.
$40.00 cloth.)

Despite the book's title, Timothy Hawkins' monograph, Jose &
Bustarnente and Central Amaican Independence, is not a biography of
the Spanish colonial official Jose de Bustamante in the strictest
sense of the term. Although Hawkins explores Bustamante's life,
this portion of the book only spans the opening chapter. Rather,
Hawkins is primarily concerned with investigating Guatemala in
the years between 1'798 and 1818, with a particular focus on the
years between 1811 and 1818 when Bustamante served as
Guatemala's lead colonial official. Hawkins argues that
Bustamante instituted a "counterinsurgency state" that effectively
staved off nascent revolutionary impulses in the kingdom during
a crucial period in Spanish and Latin American history.
Moreover, he maintains that previous scholars, especially Central
American historians who often sought to write a functional
national history, have overstated the repressiveness of
Bustamante's policies.
In reinterpreting Bustamante's "counterinsurgency state,"
Hawkins spends a large portion of the book outlining the circumstances surrounding Bustamante's ascendancy into the position of captain general. Hawkins' examination of the historical
and worldwide framework, into which he contextualizes
Guatemalan events in the years between 1811 and 1818, is one of
the strengths of his account. In the years prior to Bustamante's
arrival in Guatemala, the possession's oligarchy--comprised of
its peninsular (those born in Spain) and creole (those of Spanish
heritage born in the New World) populations-became increasingly embroiled in political competition as creoles garnered
more political capital. Amidst the growing tensions between the
peninsular and creole elite, Napoleon's French Army besieged
Spain in 1808 leaving the state of the country's overseas possessions in question. Many of the crown's subjects-including those
in Buenos Aires, New Spain, and Chile-rebelled in an effort to
gain independence. To complicate matters, Guatemala's immediate neighbors to the north (New Spain) and to the south
attempted to revolt. These circumstances, Hawkins skillfully
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explains, produced myriad effects on Guatemala's politics. Most
importantly for Hawkins' account, the creole population capitalized on the colonial crisis and accelerated their effort to accumulate more political power in the years just prior to
Bustamante's arrival.
It is under these inauspicious circumstances that
Bustamante relieved his predecessor Antonio Gonzalez.
Bustamante inherited an office with considerably expanded
powers to deal with widespread fears of insurrection. Although
Guatemala was relatively stable upon Bustamante's ascendancy,
the colony suffered from a faltering economy and was rife with
political tension between peninsular and creole elites.
Moreover, revolutionaries in a number of locales, most notably
in San Salvador and Nicaragua, instigated rebellions shortly
after Bustamante's arrival. Despite possessing the power to deal
with these insurrections with force, Hawkins points out that
Bustamante's reaction was largely moderate. For instance,
Bustamante offered repen tan t rebels pardons and resisted the
urge to use military might to suppress the rebellions. Only when
his moderate policies failed to quell unrest in the kingdom did
Bustamante resort to more repressive measures. Thus, Hawkins
contends that Bustamante's preoccupation with infidencia (treason) and his disdain toward the reform-minded Cadiz
Constitution needs to be understood in light of Bustarnante's
failed moderate policies and his potential ability to have used
more repressive measures.
Although skillfully probing the political intrigue in
Guatemala during the early nineteenth century, there exist a
number of limitations to Hawkins' book. For one, his analysis
rarely extends beyond the actions of the elites. Even when it does,
his examination is perfunctory and largely superficial. Left largely unanswered are questions pertaining to how the country's
majority population of indigenous people fared under
Bustamante or how the indigenous and lower classes perceived
Bustamante's policies. Similarly, accounts of rebellions initiated
by nonelites are either given scant attention or are entirely passed
over. Finally, the significance of Hawkins' thesis is weakened by
his conclusion that many of the uprisings he did examine had little chance of succeeding on their own. In fact, Hawkins points
out that by 1812 Bustamonte "could make a convincing argument
that his [previous] efforts had preserved the peace in the
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Kingdom of Guatemala." Thus, Bustamante's continued use of
his "counter insurgency" policies in the face of the liberal Cadiz
Constitution was at best misguided and at worst unnecessarily
repressive even if not worthy of the moniker "temm bustamantino."
Perhaps a wider account of both elite led, as well as non-elite led,
insurrections would have better conveyed the atmosphere that
existed in Guatemala during Bustamante's years. Such an examination may also have shed light on other reasons that Bustamante
is remembered as a tyrant. In its stead, Hawkins leaves the reader
wit ha good examination of elite Guatemalan politics, but an evaluation of Bustamante that serves to only conditionally rehabilitate
his reputation.
Dennis Halpin

University of South Flmida

Origins of tlre Southern Middle Class, 1800-1861. By Jonathan Daniel

Wells. (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press,
2004. xv, 321 pp. Acknowledgments, prologue, tables, illustrations, appendix, bibliography, index. $59.95 cloth.)
Jonathan Daniel Wells aims to provide a "preliminary framework for the analysis of the middle class and class formation in the
slave states" (xii). He defines the southern middle class as whites
with professional or commercial occupations and middling
incomes, who coalesced around an ideology adapted from the
northern middle class and Europe. Because so much of middleclass ideology emanated from beyond Dixie, Wells contends that a
southern middle class could and did emerge, establishing itself
firmly in the 1850s, before southern society experienced vast economic transformation.
Substantial cultural interchange between the sections
occurred in antebellum America, and literate white southerners
regularly acquired printed information from outside the region.
Wells recounts various ideas or movements (evangelicalism, opposition to dueling, criticism of elite luxuries, questioning of the
code of honor, and educational reform) and institutions (lyceums,
periodicals, and literary, debating, and historical societies) that he
believes were important in the formation of a southern middle
class. In essence, the middle class favored progress, economic
diversification, and self-improvement, at least mildly critiqued
aspects of southern society, and looked to the North for examples
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of wholesome development. The Whigs functioned as the middle
class's partisan political vehicle.
While noting that the South badly trailed the North, Wells
emphasizes economic change and urban growth in the South during the 1850s. Emboldened by signs of advance, the middle class
sharpened its commentary on southern backwardness and planter
obstinacy, even as it argued that slavery was compatible with or
essential to continued southern progress. Middleclass southerners increasingly distinguished themselves from planters, laborers,
yeomen, and their northern middle-class counterparts. By doing
so, they helped launch the Civil War in two main ways, Wells contends: they fostered "class tensions that increased anxiety within
the region," which opened doors for "southern demagogues," and
they antagonized a North that had grown fearful of competition
from southern industries and southern slave labor (209).
Unfortunately, Wells opines, the middle class "largely abandoned
partisan politics to the planter class in the 1850s" (224). Despite
widespread middle-class opposition to secession, middle-class
southerners uttered few nays in public and assimilated into the
Confederacy. Contrary to C. Vann Woodward's familiar formulation, a southern middle class was in place by the time of the Civil
War, and New South visions of southern progress were more recycled than fashioned anew.
Scholars disposed to see the Old South as entrepreneurial,
progressive, capitalistic, and despite slavery, culturally similar to
the North in fundamental respects will be receptive to Wells's
interpretation and will hail his efforts to promote study of an
important and mostly neglected segment of antebellum southern
society. There is a lot to like in this ambitious, well-written, and
persistently argued book.
There also, though, are confounding conceptualizations and
conflated distinctions. After sketching out what middle-class institutions, movements, ideas, or language were, based on a northern
model, Wells argues or implies that any southern engagement with
this middle-class constellation signified the growth, influence, or
consciousness of a southern middle class. It is by this means that
Wells transforms men of great wealth and prominence, such as
Richard B. Arnold, Herschel V. Johnson, Lovick Pierce, and
Christopher Memminger, to take just a few examples, into middleclass spokesmen. It is also how he makes institutions or efforts that
incorporated diverse people (including a disproportionate share
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of planters, although Wells never analyzes organizational membership) appear emblematic of the emergence of a southern middle class. Using Wells's criteria and fudging a little on wealth, a
case could be made for Thomas Jefferson, George Washington,
and Robert E. Lee as middle-class southerners. Lawyer, soldier,
and government official are all on Wells's list of professional occupations, and the Virginia trio's angst on slavery and devotion to
self-improvement surely suggest middleclass membership.
For that matter, a Kentucky-born Whig lawyer who opposed
secession with the same vigor, Abraham Lincoln, was the quintessential middle-class southerner except for his antislavery fixation.
Middleclass commonalities across sections are striking, no doubt
if one largely sets slavery aside and discounts issues of social, economic, and political power. But if we maintain the distinction
between a northern middle-class society hostile to slavery and a
southern slave society containing some middle-class whites, we can
more easily understand why Lincoln headed the Union, not the
Confederacy.
Middle-class ideology was not middleclass property, inside or
outside the South, but was subject to wide appropriation for multifarious purposes. The Old South was not a retrograde ideological island, but who among southern historians still thinks that it
was? Planter families circulated bourgeois nations, contemplated
the powers of education, and pondered the benefits of economic
diversification. While proving that many white southerners were
informed citizens of the Atlantic World, Wells fails to demonstrate
his southern middle class was the primary producer, consumer, or
beneficiary of what he labels as middle-class ideas and culture within southern society. He deserves great credit, however, for venturing onto such slippery terrain. May others follow and mind their
footing.
Anthony Carey

Auburn University

NashrriIle: The Westem Ccmfeedemcy"~Final Gamble. By James Lee
McDonough. (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press,
2004. xvi, 358 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, appendices,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth.)
Only in the past few years have historians moved beyond interpreting the postGettysburg and Vicksburg campaigns as reflecting
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an inevitable decline in Confederate prospects for independence.
Ulysses S. Grant's "Overland Campaign" and investment of
Petersburg in the summer of 1864 and William T. Sherman's c a p
ture of Atlanta in the fall of 1864 no doubt damaged Confederate
morale and the war effort, but the tendency to view the final year of
the war as leading inevitably to defeat obscures the extent to which
southerners both in the ranks and on the home front continued to
identify with the various armies still in operation. Substituting the
lens of contingency for inevitability allows for a more sympathetic
portrayal of the decisions and campaigns that came to define the
final year of the Confederacy. James Lee McDonough's Nmhvillt!
fits neatly into this new breed of history. The author of studies of
the battles of Shiloh, Stones River, Chattanooga, and Franklin has
established this retired Auburn history professor as an authority on
the Confederacy's western theater.
McDonough situates his study in contrast to a broader historiographical context which assumes that the battle of Franklin (Nov.
30, 1864) rather than the battle of Nashville (Dec. 15-16, 1864)
constituted the climax of a campaign that began with Confederate
General John Bell Hood's decision to disengage from the Atlanta
area following Union occupation and attack Sherman's supply
lines from Nashville through Chattanooga to Atlanta. Despite
deteriorating morale, compromised logistics, and officer dissension McDonough tracks a Confederate army that by and large
remained convinced that it could turn the tide of war.
Much of this book is centered on John Bell Hood.
McDonough's Hood was "aggressive," offered "inspiring leadership of men on the brigade and division levels," but was "particularly poor in dealing with logistics" (32). Some readers will
question McDonough's contention that Hood was influenced by
the opiate laudanum throughout the Nashville campaign and the
limited supporting evidence. Despite the author's conviction that
Hood was impaired by the drug McDonough provides a rationale
for his decision to continue to move his army towards Nashville following the debacle at Franklin. McDonough emphasizes Hood's
decision to dispatch Lieutenant General Nathan Bedford Forrest's
unit to Murfreesboro to cut off and capture the Federal garrison.
The decision resulted in a defeat for Forrest at the "Battle of the
Cedars" and deprived Hood of much-needed cavalry units.
McDonough's analysis of the Union high command uncovers
petty jealousies and conflicting aspirations, most notably between
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Generals George Thomas and John Schofield. In the days leading
to the battle of Nashville, Schofield lobbied Grant to dismiss
Thomas owing to the latter's unwillingness to attack. McDonough
sympathizes with Schofield, but concludes that the feud threatened to divide the army's loyalties as the campaign reached its climax.
As a campaign study, McDonough devotes exhaustive coverage
to the battle of Franklin. Never losing sight of the men in the
ranks, he utilizes a wide-range of primary materials and secondary
studies as he weaves through the action on Peach Orchard Hill and
Shy's Hill before the Confederate left flank gave way resulting in a
general rout of the Army of Tennessee. To his credit, McDonough
devotes significant space to the actions of United States Colored
Troops who once again demonstrated their skill and heroism on a
Civil War battlefield and challenged a skeptical northern populace, including George Thomas himself. The results of Nashville
erased any chances of success in the western Confederacy. The
quality and placement of the maps-especially in the section covering the battle of Nashville-constitutes the only major weakness
of this book.
James Lee McDonough succeeds admirably in capturing the
contingency that defined the Nashville campaign of 1864. The
author reminds readers more focused on events around
Petersburg that what took place in Tennessee in late 1864 mattered and potentially (given a different outcome) may have altered
the months to follow.
Kevin M. Levin

St. Anne 's-BeIfteId School

GnuuIer in Her Daughters: Elorida's Women During the Civil War. By
Tracy J. Revels. (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina
Press, 2004. 205 pp. Illustrations, preface, appendix, notes, bibliography, acknowledgments, index. $29.95 cloth.)

of Tampa and HiUsborough Couw From A.ehidmy to the
Mil.kmium. By Doris Weatherford. (Tampa, FL: University of
Tampa Press, 2004. 463 pp. Bibliography, notes acknowledgments, chapter notes, index. $29.95 cloth.)

Real W-

If one were to organize a panel, symposium or even conference to address the areas of Florida history missing from the can-
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non of literature, women's history would be front and center.
Although United States women's history as a sub-discipline has
existed for over fifty years, few if any Florida historians have studied the lives of women in Florida in and of themselves. There have
been important biographies of extraordinary women in Florida
such as Linda D. Vance's May Mann Jennings, Florida's Genteel
Activist (1985), yet a survey of women as a group or category of
people in Florida has been lacking for some time. The first monograph solely devoted to the lives of Florida women was Nancy A.
Hewitt's Southem Discomfort (2001) which examines women activists
and their organizations in Progressive era Tampa. Grander in Her
Daughters and Real W o r n of Tampa now follow to fill a regrettable
gap in the literature on Florida history. While these books cannot
completely fill what is a fifty year absence of our understanding of
women in Florida, they take important steps forward in varying
degrees.
Tracy J. Revels' Grander in Her Daughters is much more accessible to both an academic and popular audience than Real Women.
In it Revels argues that the lives of Civil War era women in Florida
were much more multifaceted than previous historians have imagined. Although she does not make any assumptions or assertions
about how applicable this thesis is outside Florida, it is clear to any
reader that the complexities of opinions women held and their
experiences during war would have been as complicated and complex anywhere else in the United States.
Revels has poured through mountains of personal letters,
diaries, memoirs, and newspapers as well as military and government documents to create a balanced and exhaustive study of
women throughout the peninsula. She takes great care to include
the voices of women from different racial and socioeconomicbackgrounds; however, she is limited by the plethora of sources for privileged literate women compared to those considered working
class, poor, and enslaved. Civil War historians will be most pleased
with her treatment of the home front and her chronicling of the
physical, mental, social, and emotional toll the war took on all
women in Florida. This book would make a wondedul companion
with James M. McPherson's What They Fought For, 1861-1865(1994)
to give readers a sense of what women on the southern home front
thought of the war.
The author should be commended for sticking to a women's
history rather than writing a women's history and calling it a his-
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tory of gender. Many recent women's histories reflect scholars'
desire to label a history of women "gender" history when the idea
and social construction of gender is never approached in the
work. To her credit, Revels never uses the term gender nor does
she claim this as a gender history: lesser historians would be
tempted to throw around jargon du jour such as gender, transnationalism or whiteness because they believe it is what is trendy and
current in the profession without immersing their works in those
paradigms.
Although this book makes a genuine contribution to Civil
War history, it represents a less telling portrait of women's social
history. Early in the book Revels describes it as a social history,
however most modern social historians would not recognize it as
such. Change emanating from the bottom up is the guiding
premise of social history as practiced from E.P. Thompson to its
current manifestations; the author here is interested merely in
demonstrating how women lived day-to-day in Florida during this
period, but does not link them as a force transforming cycles of
history. While sympathetic to the plight of all women, Revels
writes from a top down perspective. She mostly focuses attention
on privileged women who made their opinions and thoughts
accessible to future generations, while the lives of black women
are more limited, and Seminole women are nonexistent except
for a mention in passing (9). Additionally the author uses pejorative terminology and phrases that evoke condescension rather
than sympathy. She frequently refers to the less privileged as
"lower class" or "common people." The few times Seminoles are
addressed they are "hostile natives" who live on the "far edge of
civilization" (9, 88).
Curiously, the appendix titled "Paper Magnolias" functions
as a historiography chapter tying this work with previous works
on women and Civil War history. I found it generally interesting
and helpful, however I was puzzled as to why it was not integrated into the introduction. In this appendix, Revels does not distinguish between original monographs that have made a
genuine contribution to the literature and those works that were
merely synthesis or illustrated histories leaving the reader with
the idea that these three very different types of books contain
the same analytical depth. Additionally, the author better contextualizes women's history than the works on Florida and
the Civil War. Although stylistic concerns are never treated in
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academic reviews, much of the book is written in the passive
voice, which I personally found distracting and an odd editorial
choice.
Real Women by Doris Weatherford would less likely pique the
attention of scholars than Grander, however, with the lack of scholarly attention on women in Florida, this book is still a brick in a
wall that has yet to be built. Potential readers should be warned
that this book is meant for a popular audience and not for academic consumption. While attempting to portray the lives of
women in the Tampa area, this book is really about specific women
who lived extraordinary lives. The women included here are listed in mostly encyclopedic form and content with probably every
notable woman within the county mentioned in the text. With
over five hundred pages and few footnotes, the content is narrative-driven and offers the reader no analysis or interpretive framework: a compilation of mini biographies with transitional
narratives linking each woman.
The inclusion of some women is gratuitous at best. Andrew
Jackson's wife Rachel Donelson Jackson is included while acknowledging that she never set foot in what is today Hillsborough
County (maybe never set foot outside Pensacola during her short
stay in the recently acquired territory). Ruth Bryan Owen, the first
congresswoman is another non-Tampa denizen included.
The author also attempts to link the lives of women from the
Archaic period to the present in one long narrative. The material on the lives of pre-Columbian Indians and European contact
is much more a stretch for the reader than the inclusion of
Jackson and her bigamy controversy. The illustrations of Indian
women of that period are taken from the works of Jacques Le
Moyne, who depicted the lives of Timucuan Indians inhabiting
the Fort Caroline region in-between what is today St. Augustine
and Jacksonville. Weatherford believes that the lives of women
among the Timucuan speaking people, the Tocobaga, the
Apalachee, and Calusa were so similar that it represented one
experience. She also over generalizes the lives of these Indians,
as well as the later Creeks and Seminoles so much so that she renders quaint all the important work historians, archeologists and
anthropologists have done in the past one hundred years to carefully distinguish these people's lives, their distinct societies, and
their folkways. This chapter perpetuates more confusion and
misinformation rather than painting an accurate picture of these
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people and their societies. As the book draws closer to more
modern periods, its content serves a better function, even as it
remains wedded to women who were lauded by the Tampa
Tribune rather than the women who never made the newspapers
at all.
The weaknesses of these books are not so much in the books
themselves, but in the dearth of companion works. It is difficult
not to admire these authors when one thinks of what little has
been done previously to highlight the lives of women in Florida,
and how much foundation work they both did to complete these
books. In a sense these works are trailblazers in that these authors
have now drawn a line in the sand to emphatically denote that
Florida women's history begins here. Now it is up to future historians to fill in the missing gaps.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Mdu

For a Great and Gmnd fitpose: The Beginnings of the AMEZ Chumh
in klaida, By Canter Brown, Jr. and Larry Eugene Rivers.
(Gainesville, Fla.: University Press of Florida, 2004. xvi, 252 pp.
Illustrations, f o m r d , acknowledgments, notes, bibliography,
appendices, index. $34.95 cloth.)
Canter Brown, Jr., and Larry Rivers' excellent study of the
African Methodist Episcopal Zion (AMEZ) Church in Florida
should be read alongside their 2001 study of the African
Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church. Rival denominations, the
AME and AMEZ both parted ways with the predominantly white
Methodist Episcopal Church in the early nineteenth century.
Centered in the Northeast (the AME in Philadelphia, the AMEZ
in New York), both denominations scrambled to organize congregations of black Methodists in the postemancipation South.
In Florida, AMEZ missionaries arrived in 1864, one year earlier
than did their AME counterparts. With perennial neglect from
denominational headquarters, the AMEZ was soon outnumbered
by the AME in Florida. Although this book adds little by way of
critical argument, its information-rich account of the AMEZ offers
an important portrait of the difficulties of black institution building in the Deep South.
Despite what the title For a Great and Grand Puqose might suggest, this study is not a glorified or uncontested denominational
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history. The AMEZ faced numerous hardships, scandals, and rivalries in their first four decades in Florida. Violent racism, economic stagnation, hurricanes, flooding, and Yellow Fever outbreaks
combined with rivalries between clergy and laity, chronic underfunding, episcopal mismanagement, and competition with the
AME and black Baptists. The authors are careful to situate their
narrative within the context of Florida's economic and political
history. Their story of church building follows the ups and downs
of Reconstruction and Redemption politics and Florida's boomand-bust economy.
The church began and remained strong in Key West, the
state's largest city. Shortly thereafter, Zion ministers gained
strongholds in the areas around Pensacola and Tampa.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the AMEZ remained an
urban church when Florida was still very much a rural state.
Bolstered by optimism, 348 members and a handful of clergy
formed the Florida AMEZ Conference in 1868. With a shortage
of trained ministers and a lack of funding, the church was crippled by the 1870-71 collapse of the cedar industry. Zion
Methodist laymen who held considerably more wealth than
the general black population, gained a number of state and
municipal government positions during Congressional
Reconstruction, though AMEZ ministers themselves were reluctant to run for public office. After Democrats regained control
of the state in 1865, the AMEZ threw support behind the biracial Knights of Labor, and a Republican-Knights of Labor ticket
won many municipal victories. The AMEZ became seriously
committed to temperance reform. Thomas H. Darley, the Key
West minister whose statewide leadership stabilized the church
when bishops could not, dedicated himself and his church to
temperance because alcohol, he feared, would "undermine
racial progress" (75). On the whole, Brown and Rivers argue,
the church remained much less politically involved than the
AME. And the AMEZ's unofficial rule that clergy should not
double as politicians may have given the AME its competitive
edge in the state.
Brown and Rivers also contend that a leadership vacuum led
to a greater influence and involvement of women. In 1876, the
denomination removed the term "male" from its book of discipline, and in 1892, Bishop T.H. Lomax appointed Mary Anderson
as conference missionary in charge of the Jacksonville mission.
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Six years later, Lomax ordained Anderson, placing Florida's
AMEZ Church among the first in the nation-black or white-to
ordain women. Lomax's leadership, coupled with economic
growth, urbanization, and increased immigration to the peninsula, gave the church the stability to weather the 1893 depression.
The waxing white supremacy campaigns that gave Napoleon
Bonaparte Broward (who advocated the deportation of all black
Floridians to Africa) the governorship in 1904 gave AMEZ leadership a serious challenge. The authors argue that as the church
reached maturity in the twentieth century, Zion leaders responded to Jim Crow injustices by "extending their reach in order to
bring needed comfort and solace as opposed to political relief"
(151).
This work is focused, well-researched history. The authors
have painstakingly compiled a complete institutional history
from incomplete church records. Such detail will prove too
much for some readers, as the book chronicles nearly every
change in church personnel and property. Brown and Rivers
acknowledge but fail to weigh in on historiographical debates
such as the survival of African religious expression, accommodation vs. resistance, or the pursuit of respectability. Fm a Great and
Grand Purpose is not an attempt to ask or answer the tough questions of black religious history, and readers will find very little
theology, political thought, or the church's sense of mission in
this book. Researchers will find an incredibly helpful timeline,
chart of ministers and parishes, and bibliography. Moreover, this
work provides engaging and intimate portraits of the personalities and leadership of black clergymen. Although it does not
challenge prevailing assumptions or suggest new directions in
black church history, the book is faithful to its task: to "tell the
story of the AMEZ Church's perseverance" and "offer insight
into. . .the nature of institution building within the black community" (10).
Denominational history went out of fashion before historians
of black religions had done the kind of careful and tedious work
that Brown and Rivers have done. Though this kind of history
has its limitations, For a Great and Grand Purpose and its companion volume, Laborers in the Vineyard of the Lord, begin to fill a serious void in the literature on black churches. Indeed, these books
are the only two of their kind. No other state benefits from such
closely detailed histories of black Methodism. Moreover, their
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careful eye to competition between churches and denominational distinctives caution us to avoid casting varied and contested
forms of African-American Protestantism as a monolithic "black
Church."
Matt J. Zacharias Harper

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

The Remm&&h of Southern Debtors: Bankruptcy after the Civil War.
By Elizabeth Lee Thompson. (Athens, GA: University of
Georgia Press, 2004. xvii, Illustrations, tables, acknowledgments, introduction, notes, sources, appendix, index. $39.95
cloth.
In this lucid and fascinating book, Elizabeth Lee Thompson
explores an overlooked, but important contributor to the
"unfinished revolution" of Reconstruction: the Bankruptcy Act
of 1867. Previous historians have regarded this short-lived
statute as a failure. Charles Warren, David Skeel, and others
have posited that southerners vehemently opposed the 1867 Act,
arguing that it threatened to undermine state autonomy. Most
have concluded that it was just another piece of Radical
Republican legislation designed to benefit northern capitalists
and punish former Confederates. As Warren described in
Bankrupt9 in United States History (1935), "the chief pressure for
the bill came from Northern creditors of Southern debtors, who
saw in it their only chance of getting any pay from these debtorsn
(106).
Thompson points out that these historians have not only oversimplified southerners' opposition to the Bankruptcy Act of 1867,
but have also underestimated its role in the revitalization of the
South's post-Civil War economy. Using thousands of lower federal court case files, census records, private papers, and congressional documents, she argues that the 1867 Act was not a failure
from the perspective of white male southerners. These men
believed that the bankruptcy law would allow them to get out of
debt, and for good reason. This law, Thompson boldly asserts, was
arguably "the most far-reaching economic assistance that the federal government provided to the postwar South." Because it permitted former Confederates to resuscitate themselves
economically, the Bankruptcy Act of 1867 played an important
role in the overthrow of Reconstruction.
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Thompson first chronicles the congressional debates that led
to the passage of the 1867 Act. Congressmen, she argues,
believed that bankruptcy legislation was an economic measure
"and that punitive political policies did not apply." Maine
Senator William Pitt Fessenden, for instance, argued in 1867 that
"in legislating upon business affairs, matters merely of every day
occurrence, having no connection with the political power of the
country, no connection with any question which would tend to
create difficulty hereafter, but simply affecting their pecuniary
interests, their prosperity as individuals constituting communities, I am shocked at the idea of making a distinction between
them and us" (20). The Bankruptcy Act of 1867, however, was
fundamentally political. Ironically, Congress, dominated by
Republicans who supported the Military Reconstruction Act and
civil rights legislation, passed a law that would ultimately help former Confederates regain economic and political power in the
1870s.
The remaining chapters examine the impact that the
Bankruptcy Law of 1867 had on the lives of southerners before its
repeal in 18'78. Although culling evidence from all parts of the
South, Thompson relies on thirty-eight hundred bankruptcy cases
filed in the federal district courts of eastern Tennessee,
Mississippi, and South Carolina. These regions, she adds, may
have had different political and geographical conditions, but all
three experienced economic decline during Reconstruction.
Thompson discovers that white men, many of whom were merchants, professionals, and large planters, benefited most from
bankruptcy legislation because they (with the exception of a few
women) were the only southerners who owned property. These
men viewed bankruptcy legislation from a utilitarian perspective,
which allowed them to conveniently ignore their ideological concerns about federal intrusion. Thompson also reveals that most
southerners filed voluntary bankruptcy (whereby debtors
declared themselves bankrupt), suggesting that they willingly
embraced the 1867 Act.
The Reconstruction of Southern Debtors is a welcome addition to
Reconstruction historiography. Thompson, examining an economic statute that historians have deemed unimportant, sheds
new light on why Radical Republicans failed to fundamentally
transform the South's economic, social, and political hierarchy
during Reconstruction. She reveals that the roots of redemption
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lay somewhat in Republicans' willingness to bolster the economic
interests of commercial classes in the North and South. Previous
historians have argued that Republicans' main concern in the
mid-1860s was securing the rights of African Americans in the
South. "Yet in passing the Bankruptcy Act of 1867," Thompson
reveals, "lawmakers did not act in the interest of freedpeople, who
generally did not owe debts because state laws had restricted
slaves from owning property and engaging in commerce" (15).
Republican congressmen failed to realize that they could not
divorce economic legislation from postwar political concerns.
African Americans, in particular, ultimately suffered due to this
failure.
Bruce E. Stewart

University of Georgia

Fmdom's Coming: Re1Culturn and the Shaptptngof the Southfirn
the Civil War through Civil Right's Em. By Paul Harvey. (Chapel
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2005. xvi, 338 pp.
Introduction, epilogue, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95
cloth.)
That Englishmen and Americans are divided by a common
language is both a cliche and explanatory: a similar declension
exists between white and African American southerners, who persist in institutional, social, and class division despite a powerful and
shared evangelical culture. In five chapters, historian Paul Harvey
attempts to explore and define how post-bellum religion has
served both as a bridge and a wall between southerners. Harvey
posits the interplay of three concepts-"theological racism . . .
racial interchange . . .Christian interracialism"-as catalysts for the
protean expressions of southern religion from 1865 to the present.
White evangelicals read scripture as prescribing both racial
subordination and class inequality, providing a surety that God
ordained Jim Crow as he had once ordained slavery. This theological racism, however, was itself deconstructed by the African
American faithful, who found divine assurances of their own worthiness before God and certainty that he would one day deliver
them from the Egypt of segregation.
Simultaneously, especially in the holiness movements, AfricanAmerican and white religious expressions melded in new forms of
hymnology and liturgy in myriad ways, not just in the shared songs
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and texts of segregated worship. This racial interchange was both
liberating and restrictive. Whites sometimes heard and admired
African American preachers, and many African-American churches adopted Victorian standards of white Christianity as a measure
of "uplift."
More challenging is Harvey's concept of 'Christian imperialism," which most southern blacks but only a few southern whites
used to challenge the morality of the South's apartheid. For
African Americans, the teachings of equality of believers delegitimized Jim Crow and the legal and extra-legal measures used to
maintain it. For whites, Christian interracialism animated a few to
find creative ways to work and worship with blacks in an egalitarian
way, but most whites preferred to ignore the social implications of
Christian equality or to adopt strategies of rhetorical gradualism in
which one could profess hope for amelioration without actually
having to take action.
Evangelicalism provided a common text that was repeatedly
reinterpreted by white, black, rich, poor, male and female in the
years after the Civil War. In the end, a dominant conservatism,
dedicated to white supremacy and property, acquired the challenges and alternatives to this dominant order. African
Americans formed and maintained their own denominations and
readings of scripture. Women used religion to challenge patriarchal expression, including lynching. Radical communitarians like
Clarence Jordan and Social Gospelers lived a different religious
calling, suggesting alternatives to the Christ of Culture religion.
And even those plain folk who might drink deeply from the
racism in the dominant religious stream, found alternative charismatic experiences not just to escape economic domination but
also to exercise agency in defining the essence of Christian experience.
Harvey's work adds much to a rich literature on the South
and religion. Buttressed by and substantially augmenting John
Lee Eighmy's and Sam Hill's important works on southern religion of culture, Harvey adds breadth to this experience, suggesting that a welter of southerners defined their religion outside of
dominant denominations and hegemonic conservative theology.
His perspective, informed by George Marsden and the current
debate over the nature (and existence) of global religious fundamentalism suggests that right-wing fundamentalism of contemporary southern evangelicalism differs from earlier strands of
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socially-conservative doctrine because demographic trends in the
South are threatening the majority status of both black and white
evangelicalism in ways that unsettle many people. Indeed,
Harvey shows how immigration patterns are beginning to belie
Rufus Spain's contention of a dominant culture's being "at ease
in Zion," as other values and traditions challenge evangelical
dominance in ways more substantial than "come-outer" movements of a century ago. Contemporary debate about divinelyordered gender and class relations replicate the beleaguered
religious sanctioning of segregation in an evolving world,
explaining the vitriol and panic of many religiously-motivated
southerners.
In addition, Harvey's research methodology, which examines
the sensual and aesthetics of ritual, in addition to sacred texts,
emphasizes the emotional and experimental side of religion. He
links the cadence of sermons and the mesmerizing impact of
hymnody to a convincing understanding of the central role of religious belief in the experiences of the faithful. Rather than assume
that there is a "true Christianity" against which to measure the
beliefs of the people he studies, he elucidates from the perspectives of a welter of southerners how their personal and collective
experiences shaped their lives and the society in which they lived
them.
Edward R Crowther

Adams State University

Stein Mart: An American Soty of Roots, Familj and BuiIding a GTeater
h a m . By David J. Ginzl. (Tampa, FL: University of Tampa
Press, 2004. xi, 1'72 pp. Illustrations, foreward,introduction,
bibliographical essay, notes, acknowledgments, index. $25.00
cloth.)
Stein Mart, a self-described "hybrid provider" of upscale merchandise at discount prices, made its Florida debut in
Jacksonville in 1983. The next year, corporate headquarters
moved there. Twenty years later, forty-two Stein Marts served
thirty Florida cities, out of 260 stores located nationwide. Only
Texas approached Florida in the number of stores located in one
state.
Stein Mart's success, at a time when department stores struggled through consolidations and closures, was due, according to
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historian David J. Ginzl, to the visionary leadership of its third generation chief executive officer, Jay Stein, and to its ability to offer
"itself as a distinctive off-price retailer, with a unique strategy for
attracting middle- and upper-class customers" offering "quality
name-brand and fashion clothing . . . in an upscale ambiance . . .
at prices 20 to 60 percent less" than competitors (144). The success was also due in part to the wisdom of locating new stores in
prospering Sunbelt cities, especially in Florida and Texas, as well
as in the success of the firm's leadership in managing growth, a
story which the author tells clearly and well.
The story beings with the Russian immigrant, Sam Stein,
arriving in Greenville, Mississippi, in late 1905 or early 1906.
Greenville was known as a tolerant town for Jews. Stein found
employment as a peddler selling cheap household goods to black
and white sharecroppers nearby. Ambushed, shot and robbed on
the road, Stein withdrew to Greenville, first selling goods from a
suitcase on a street corner, and later renting a storefront downtown. The business prospered, catering particularly to lower
income workers and farmers from the region. Following Sam's
death in 1933, his son Jake Stein took over and expanded the
business, becoming over time one of the city's business and civic
leaders.
The author effectively integrates the personal and business
lives of the Steins in the regional and national history of the twentieth century. Particularly poignant was Jake Stein's attempts during the civil rights era to chart a moderate course between the
demands of outside integrationists and the local White Citizens
Council. He refused to join the latter, but also had his store picketed for not hiring African Americans in sufficient numbers to
please the national sponsors of Mississippi's "Freedom Summer" in
1964 and 1965.
By this time the third generation of the Stein family had
entered the business. In 1967, grandson Jay Stein began working
full time for his father. Jay's greatest strength lay in his vision for
the future of Stein Mart. His father was satisfied with the success
of the Greenville store. Jay wanted to expand to other cities, and
he wanted to upgrade the quality of merchandise, particularly with
fashionable, name-brand clothing, sold at discount prices. The
father reluctantly let Jay experiment with opening a Stein Mart in
Memphis. The new concept met with immediate success, and Jay
was on his way.
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Again the author demonstrates his understanding of business
history as he did in his book, Bamtt, the Story of Florida's Bank He
describes clearly and succinctly the complexities of expanding
from one store to a chain of more than two hundred. The expansion to Jacksonville, Florida, in 1983 led to moving the corporate
headquarters there. Jay liked the lifestyle and thought Stein Mart
could have a greater impact than in a larger city like Nashville,
Tennessee.
The concept of a corporation's business impact, however, is
not developed by the author. He describesJay Stein's involvement
with Jacksonville's cultural institutions. There is also the popularity of Stein Mart, now located in five sites in the consolidated city,
as well as in Orange Park and Fernandina Beach on the First Coast.
But there remains the unexplored issue of cultural impact compared with a Burdine's, Rich's, or Neiman-Marcus. Further, while
Stein personally donated generously to many civic causes, Ginzl
writes little about the corporation's philanthropic impact upon the
communities in which Stein Mart prospers.
The focus instead is on a well-written, competent, corporate
biography featuring three generations of the Stein family, plus s u p
porting executive players in the recent rapid corporate expansion,
concluding with praise for the rapid business expansion and successful bottom line. A later edition might examine Stein Mart's
corporate citizenship and what success means for the culture of
the communities in which it thrives.
James B. Crooks

University of North Florida

None Can Have Richer Memories :Polk CounEy,Florida, 1940-2000.By
Canter Brown,Jr. (Tampa, FL: University of Tampa Press, 2005.
368 pp. Photographs, notes, bibliography, index, acknowledgments. $39.95 cloth.)
Polk County, Florida's third-largest county, located in the
middle of the peninsula, has a rich history. Previous authors
have chronicled Polk County's early history, most recently in
Tallahassee historian Canter Brown's In the Midst of All That
Makes Lifc Worth Living: Polk County to 1940. Now Brown has published a second volume covering the period from 1940 to 2000.
This was a time of major change for Polk. Here, as in many parts
of Florida, the landscape and culture changed from rural to
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urban as Florida's population grew from fewer than 2 million to
15 million. There was more, of course. Brown describes Polk's
role during World War I1 as a training base for pilots, its handling of the civil rights era, county officials' grudging attempts
to grapple with growth, the county's place as a major battleground in the fight over water in the Green Swamp in northern
Polk and phosphate mining in southern Polk, and the county's
role in producing a string of powerful state and national political leaders.
But Polk's history was far from a continuous stream of highlights. A sheriff went to jail, grand juries criticized sheriffs and
county commissioners, a new courthouse had be evacuated after
shoddy workmanship and design turned the nine-story building
into a health hazard, criminals and con artists, at times, dominated the daily news reports, political turmoil moved from town to
town, and phosphate companies muddied rivers and sucked so
much water from beneath the earth a popular local spring stopped
flowing forever.
Brown tells the story by piecing together press accounts, interviews with longtime residents, and published accounts from other
sources to provide the narrative. He draws from many segments of
the community. He follows a trend in Polk historical accounts
going back at least as far as Bernice More Barber's 1975 "From
Beginnings to Boom," to include the stories from Polk's significant
African-American community.
Unfortunately, Brown wasn't as diligent as one would expect
from a historian of his reputation. The book is disappointing
because of its errors, omissions, and misapprehensions, despite
the author's claim to have circulated manuscripts among local
amateur and professional historians for comments. Names of
prominent people ranging from former Governor Reubin Askew
to longtime County CommissionerJack Simmers, and important
geographical features such as Lake Weohyakapka, the county's
largest lake , are misspelled. The resignation of former Sheriff
Dan Daniels is discussed at length, but the reignations of longtime
Tax Collector Hobson Strain and longtime Clerk of the Circuit
Court Bud Dixon because of official misconduct are unaccountably missing. He cannot decide whether the historic courthouse
dates to 1908 or 1909. He mentions proposed major develop
ments such as Old Florida Plantation near Bartow and Green
Valley near Lake Alfred in ways that would give readers the
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impression they were later built, when in fact both sites were purchased by government agencies for conservation purposes.
Beyond noting Dan Daniels' death in 2004, there seems to be little effort to update events mentioned in the book to provide context or perspective.
In addition, the historical accounts in some parts of the county seem to be underrespresented. For example, Brown's laudable
catalog of firsts for African Americans excludes Frank Satchel's
election as Mulberry's first black mayor and his subsequent election as president of Florida League of Cities. Such omissions may
not be surprising, since longtime present and former local newspapers such as the Mulberry Press, Lake Wale's Nms, Auburndale
Star, and Haines City Herald seemed to have been generally overlooked as source material even though they are available on
microfilm.
Brown sometime comments about events without interviewing
the people involved or studying press accounts more carefully.
That led to his making curious connections between unrelated
events. One example is the implication that two phosphate spills
on the Peace River in 1994 were somehow responsible for the passage of a tax measure that year to purchase environmentally sensitive lands. The fact is that the tax measure was the result of a
grassroots effort by the local environmental community to preserve remnants of the Lake Wales Ridge and river basin headwaters
to protect endangered plants and animals and the region's water
supplies.
Additionally, from reading Brown's account of modern life in
Polk County, a reader might think cultural life here consisted of
little besides topless bars and country music concerts. The lack of
mention of the founding of the Imperial Symphony Orchestra,
major local theater groups, such as Theater Winter Haven, and
established art festivals, such as Mayfaire, are major oversights in
any account of a community's evolution.
These problems are aggravated by Brown's poor writing style.
One example from Chapter 12 will suffice. Brown wrote, "Now a
confused picture greeted residents, a scene that telegraphed messages strikingly negative and undeniably positive in an endless
stream as the pace of life quickened with change."
The unfortunate aspect is that this period of Polk County's history may interest few authors and so there may be no further
opportunities to get it right. Meanwhile, Polk County is left with a
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flawed account of a county that, like the book, could have turned
out better with a little extra effort.
Tom Palmer

Winter Haven

S h a . of Southern Hidmy: Autobiographical Rejkctions. By John B.
Boles, ed. (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2004. x,
334 pp. Preface, contributors. $54.95 cloth, $22.95 paper.)
Shapers of Southenz History is a collection of sixteen autobiographical accounts by some of the leading historians currently
researching and writing southern history. The primary purpose of
this volume is to highlight the types of experiences typical of academics who not only chose history as a profession but who also
chose to focus on the craft of writing southern history. In soliciting essays for this compilation, editor Boles sought accounts that
would perhaps reveal experiential commonalities that may help to
better understand what most distinctly shaped their professional
careers and what led them to the study of southern history. Boles
provides a useful and interesting volume, and though many prominen t historians' autobiographical sketches are not included, the
work nevertheless is fascinating.
The accounts presented offer many interesting and enlightening recollections that are reflective of southern history during
the Great Depression, World War 11, and Civil Rights eras. Some
of the essays likewise provide personal memories of the turbulent
1960s and what it was like to come of age during the post-Baby
Boom era. The stories are for the most part rich in detail and
truly interesting. John Hope Franklin's "A Life of Learning," for
instance, offers his first-hand account of what he experienced
growing up under Jim Crow segregation while seeking as much
education as possible in an environment and society that all but
ignored higher educational opportunities for African Americans.
As was no doubt the case with so many of Franklin's contemporaries, southern Blacks faced extraordinary obstacles and generally received education through a combination of good fortune and
the support of dedicated mentors. Dan Carter's path to writing
southern history came naturally as a result of living southern history and coming to understand the fundamental unfairness that
so characterized the Southland of his youth. Charles Joyner
recounts growing up in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, during
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what he describes as the "saltwater years of my youth" (137) of the
1930s. Drew Gilpin Faust likewise recounts "living history" while
growing up in the South and how these experiences indelibly
shape her professional life.
These accounts are diverse and yet in so many respects similar.
Themes and commonalities shared among this group of historians
include a devotion to southern history that evolved from living
southern history and experiencing first hand the region's paradoxical nature and its less-than-admirable recent past. The contributors were deeply impacted by the Civil Rights Movement and
the struggle for equality in a region where African Americans had
been relegated to near non-human status. A sense of "place" likewise shaped the contributors' intellectual lives-an awareness of
the South as a unique region with a past worth telling if for no
other reason than to prevent its recurrence. Finally, most of the
contributors recall how they were influenced by college history
professors and how their love for history either originated with or
was enriched by their classroom experiences.
Boles's work is not merely a collection of personal memoirsit is also a fairly decent recounting of southern history that adds
significantly to our understanding of the region and its Meidoscopic past.
Robert Saunders,Jr.
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